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Class: V- A
Theme : SCHOOL’S VALUE – LEADERSHIP

Topic: How the school inculcates “Leadership in Classroom”-5 Ways
Class Teacher: Ms. Udhaya Sundar
Date: 1st November, 2021 (Monday)

Timing: 10:40 a.m. - 11:20 a.m.

The Virtual Class Assembly of Class V-A was held on 1stNovember 2021 on G Meet and live
streamed on the School’s Youtube Channel.
Program of the Assembly was based on the topic “How School inculcates Leadership in
Classroom-Five Ways.”
The Masters of the Ceremony were Luckshita. V and Jwala Ravisankaranand
The Assembly proceedings began with the Gayatri Mantra by Aprameya. M and a formal
welcome by Ashutosh Singh Patyal and a message on the theme. The Assembly replicated
the incidents happening in the classroom, in the playground, during the group activities, and
other opportunities for the students to elicit and develop their leadership.
POEM- Dakshesh. M rendered a poem with music which was composed by him. The poem
was on the qualities of a Good Leader.
WAYANG- A Puppet Show portrayed a scenario of an inter-school tournament that

exhibited good leadership of the captain that eventually helped bring laurels to the school.
DUMB CHARADES- was a unique attempt in integrating the artistic expression of

Bharatanatyam with the concept of the Water Cycle. Group activities such as this allowed
students to develop and exhibit their team spirit besides strengthening the concepts.
ACERTIJOS- Riddle Time was an enactment of the break-time during online classes. It

represented the chaos during break-time and reinstatement of discipline by efficient
leadership.
CLEANLINESS LEADER – was a presentation by Jayetha Nath on the role of a Cleanliness Leader
and how it inculcates leadership.

ATHENAEUM-presented the role of a Class Library Leader in maintaining the record
of lending and returning the class library books. It emphasised the responsibility of every
student in maintaining the library books and how that makes each of them a leader.
The feedback of Principal Ma’am, Academic Co-ordinator and the Supervisory In-charge
on the performance and concepts of the program encouraged the students.
The event came to a close with a formal Thanksgiving by Nathi Reddy Rushil Bhargav
and chanting of Shanti Paat by Thanish Nagadasari.
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